NT Safety Symposium 2020
WEDNESDAY 25 NOVEMBER 2020

PROGRAM

ABOUT THE NT SAFETY SYMPOSIUM
The Australian Institute of Health & Safety Invites you to join us for the NT Safety
Symposium which will be held on Wednesday 25 November 2020.
The theme of this year’s conference will focus on the topic of “Workplace Health & Safety
Lessons Learned.” It is 2020 after all.
The pandemic has caused dramatic changes in our economy, how we travel, how we work
and it has also challenged our values and civil liberties. We have adapted and many of the
changes will remain even after the pandemic has long since passed.
The health & safety profession has been at the forefront. What have we learned and what
should we do to be better prepared?
We will discuss the decisions the industry faced managing this hazard from ever changing
compliance challenges to the expanded mental health & wellbeing threats, new workplace
design controls, leadership and safety culture issues.
We look forward to your support as we continue to build partnerships and provide new
opportunities to all service suppliers and providers – Join us in 2020!

SYMPOSIUM DETAILS
When: Wednesday 25 November 2020
Time: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Where: Darwin Convention Centre, Darwin NT 0800

Early Bird Rates: Ends 30 October
AIHS Members
AIHS Corporate Members
Non-Members
Group Bookings (5+)
Student

$220 + GST
$220 + GST
$320 + GST
$220 + GST Per person
$180 + GST

Standard Rates: From 1 November
AIHS Members
AIHS Corporate Members
Non-Members
Group Bookings (5+)
Student

$295+GST
$150+GST
$495+GST
$295+GST Per person
$220+GST

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events
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WEDNESDAY 25 NOVEMBER 2020
8:30

Delegate Registration

9:00

Welcome & Introduction
Presented by Jeff Weldon, NT Branch Chair, AIHS

9:20

Dealing with the second wave, infection control and what we have learnt
from Victoria
Presented by David Clarke, CEO, AIHS (VIA zoom)

9:50

The Future of risk - Learning from COVID 19 and Industry 4.0
Presented by Maureen Hassell, Director UQR!SK Associate Professor School of Chemical

10:20

Morning Tea Break

10:50

COVID-19 challenges 2020 and beyond
Presented by A/Prof Dianne Stephens, NT Chief Medical Officer Quarantine
Facilities

11:20

Using drones to conduct safe inspections of commercial solar PV
installations
Presented by Reg Dwyer, Senior WorkSafe Inspector - Electrical

11:30

NT WorkSafe’s Small Business Safety Program
Presented by Ken Davidson and Kirsty Watteau, Small Business Safety
Advisors

11:40

Drone technology in the workplace
Presented by Mark Davies, Manager EHS Essential Services Pty Ltd

11:50

Covid: Why weren't we prepared?
Presented by Otto Kainulainen, HSEQ, Barpa Construction Services

12:00

Positive pandemic outcomes
Presented by A/Prof Dianne Stephens, NT Chief Medical Officer Quarantine
Facilities

12:10

Lunch Break

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events
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13:10

Introducing the Northern Territory Work Health and Safety
Regulator
Presented by Bill Esteves, Northern Territory Work Health and Safety
Regulator, NT Worksafe

13:40

WHS mining and petroleum regulation: lessons learned
Presented by Kym Bills, SA Branch Chair, AIHS

14:35

15:05
15:35

16:05

Legal considerations for workplaces of tomorrow (Implications for
remote working; workers compensation; Duties; Industrial
Manslaughter)
Presented by Aaron Anderson, Partner Herbert Smith Freehills
Afternoon Tea Break
During challenging times, how can leaders reconcile conflicting
priorities, parties, and people without a magic wand
Presented by Associate Professor Simon Moss, Dean of Graduate
Studies, Charles Darwin University
Panel Discussion: Continuously Improving Health and Safety in NT
Facilitated by Jeff Weldon, AIHS, NT Branch Chair
A/Prof Dianne Stephens, NT Chief Medical Officer Quarantine Facilities
Aaron Anderson, Partner Herbert Smith Freehills
Kym Bills, SA Branch Chair, AIHS
Associate Professor Simon Moss, Dean of Graduate Studies, Charles
Darwin University

16:50

Summary & Close
Presented by: Jeff Weldon, AIHS, NT Branch Chair

Register today at https://www.aihs.org.au/events
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SPEAKERS
OUR PRESENTERS
Jeff Weldon, NT Branch Chair, AIHS
Jeff has lived and worked all over the world implementing IMS with a diverse portfolio of clients
including Chevron, Bechtel, Motorola, Foster Wheeler, Sinopec, the US Department of Energy
and Defense, Exxon, Lucent, Shell, Santos,and Union Carbide). He has written and published
papers and has presented at international forums in Europe and the United States. He is a
charted professional member of the institute and a certified professional in the United States.
Jeff prides himself as an expert strategist and risk manager who aligns safety and health IMS
with business objectives to maximize operational capability and sustainability with demonstrated
financial results.

Wednesday 25 November - 9:00
Welcome & Introduction
David Clarke, CEO, AIHS
David was appointed CEO of the SIA in September 2014, brought in from outside the field of health and
safety to work with the Board to create a new strategic plan and to build a strong administration capable
of providing industry leadership across all of the SIA’s key strategic focus areas. David has Bachelor of
Education and Masters of Business Administration and describes himself as a jack of all trades. He has
more than 20 years’ experience as a Chief Executive, including leading two previous industry bodies.
David has also worked extensively as a consultant to boards in both the commercial and not-for-profit
sectors with a focus on strategic planning and change management. He has had a career-long
commitment to the community sector, sitting on numerous not-for-profit boards. In the last four years,
David has overseen significant changes in the way the SIA does business, and in that time
the SIA has experienced significant growth where many professional associations have been struggling.
Today, through it’s capability agenda the SIA focuses on building more knowledgeable and skilled
health and safety people, and through it policy agenda, it acts as a voice for the profession.

Wednesday 25 November - 9:20
Dealing with the second wave, infection control and what we have learnt from Victoria
As chief executive of the AIHS David has done extensive advocacy work in recent times around the issue of healthcare workers
infections during Victoria’s second wave of Covid-19. He has been a member of the Victorian healthcare worker infection
prevention task force and is also currently a member of the national task force under the Australian commission for quality and
standards healthcare which is reviewing the healthcare standard relating to healthcare workers. David has had access to advice
from a panel of experts and will share what we have come to understand as the reasons for very high infection rates in hospitals
and aged care. .

Maureen Hassell, Director UQR!SK Associate Professor - School of Chemical
Engineering The University of Queensland
Maureen Hassall is an Associate Professor and project manager of UQ R!SK at The University of
Queensland. Her research and consulting work focuses on developing and applying innovative,
practical and effective user-centred solutions that address the range of current and future risks faced
by industry. Maureen also provides risk management and human factors advice, education and
training direct to industry and to undergraduate, Masters and PhD students at the university. She
holds bachelor degrees in engineering and psychology, a MBA and PhD in Cognitive Systems
Engineering. Prior to joining UQ, Maureen worked for more than 15 years in mining, processing and
manufacturing industries in Australia, New Zealand and Canada.

Wednesday 25 November - 9:50
The Future of Risk- Learning from COVID 19 and Industry 4.0
Risk is uncertainty that matters because it can impact our ability to achieve the objectives that matters to us. Many lessons can
be learned from COVID-19 including those associated with identifying, assessing and managing major disruptive risks in this
modern, highly interconnected world. This presentation will provide an overview of the risk-based lessons that can be learned
from COVID-19. It will then discuss how these lessons compare with those learned from other major disruptive events. It will
conclude by exploring how these lessons might apply to risk management practices and how Industry 4.0 technologies might be
used to enhance and advance the management of major disruptive risks.
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Associate Professor Dianne Stephens, NT Chief Medical Officer Quarantine
Facilities
A/Prof Dianne Stephens OAM moved to Darwin in 1998 as the first ICU Specialist in the Northern
Territory and inaugural Director of Royal Darwin Hospital (RDH) Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and
developed the RDH ICU into a nationally respected tertiary level ICU. Dianne established and led the
first organ donation agency in the NT, set up a research capacity within RDH ICU and developed
quality and safety systems within the ICU and across the hospital system. In the role as Director of
ICU at RDH over 19 years A/Prof Stephens provided leadership in the response to the Bali Bombings
and participated in many health system wide committees and projects aimed at improving NT health
outcomes.

Wednesday 25 November - 10:50
COVID-19 challenges 2020 and beyond
As 2020 began, the National Critical Care and Trauma Response Centre (NCCTRC) located in Darwin in the Northern Territory
(NT) was nearing the end of our longest deployment period in our organisation’s history, responding to a measles outbreak in
Samoa that claimed the lives of many young children. In addition to my role as Medical Director at the NCCTRC, I had recently
taken on the part time role of NT Deputy Chief Health Officer (DCHO), leading a newly restructured Public Health Directorate in
the NT Department of Health. It was already shaping up as a very busy year – but it has turned out very different to what I had
planned. This talk will walk you through the challenges we faced in the NT public health response to COVID-19 and the ongoing
challenges that we will carry forward into 2021.

Reg Dwyer. Senior WorkSafe Inspector - Electrical, NT WorkSafe
Reg Dwyer has five years’ experience as a Senior Electrical inspector with NT WorkSafe and is a
qualified A Grade Electrical Mechanic in the NT. Reg has also held electrical contracting licences
in ACT, NSW and WA, and his other qualifications include electronics engineering certification,
Grad Dip in Applied Science (IT). Reg has 20 years’ experience working in the solar industry
and is solar qualified and accredited for on-grid and off-gird Solar PV installations. Reg is also a
member of various national committees for solar PV and standards.

Wednesday 25 November - 11:20
Using drones to conduct safe inspections of commercial solar PV installations
In this 10 minute talk Reg cover the process of NT WorkSafe using a drone for inspections of solar Photovoltaic (PV)
installations. A necessary requirement of solar PV inspection is accessing the roof to inspect the installation of the solar panels
and the electrical components. This inspection presents a number of risks of access, trips, slips and falls plus the manual
handling of the ladder and potential damage to the infrastructure.

Ken Davidson and Kirsty Watteau, Small Business Safety Advisors, NT
WorkSafe
Ken Davidson is a qualified Fitter and Turner having completed his trade in Victoria. Since moving to
the Territory in the mid 1980’s, Ken has worked in a number of roles and industries including as a
station hand on a Central Australian cattle station, a fitter/welder in engineering workshops, an
underground miner and then a construction welder. Ken joined NT WorkSafe as a Senior WorkSafe
Inspector and holds a Diploma in Work Health and Safety. After working as an Inspector for over two
years, Ken moved into the role of Small Business Safety Advisor in 2016 and helped established the
program.
Kirsty Watteau is a Territorian born and bred, and joined NT WorkSafe in 2012 as a WorkSafe
Advisory Officer. In that role Kirsty was one of the Territory representatives in the national review of
High Risk Work Licencing. Kirsty moved into the role of Small Business Safety Advisor in 2016 and
helped established the program with Ken. Kirsty has a Certificate IV and Diploma in Work Health and
Safety.
Both Ken and Kirsty are the Northern Territory members of the Heads of Work Safe Authorities
Small Business Network.

Wednesday 25 November - 11:30
NT WorkSafe’s Small Business Safety Program
In this 10 minute talk, NT WorkSafe’s Small Business Safety Advisors (SBSA) will provide an overview of the Small Business
Safety Program (SBSP). The program provides guidance and assistance small businesses to help them to understand and
comply with their work health and safety obligations. The aim of the program is to improve the capacity and capability of small
businesses to manage their own health and safety systems. It is a free service available to small businesses throughout the
Northern Territory providing tailored information and WHS templates to meet specific industry needs.

PROGRAM SPEAKERS
Mark Davies, Manager EHS Essential Services Pty Ltd
Mark has over 25 years’ experience in various environment, health and safety (EHS) roles. Having
held executive EHS positions in a number of multi-national organisations in Australia and has
experience working in New Zealand, China, Korea, UK and the US. Mark has worked in the mining,
refining, metals, construction, smelting, rail, and engineering industries, delivering robust
management systems that focus on operational discipline, workforce engagement and visible active
leadership. Mark has been responsible for the deployment and coordination of Environment, Health
and Safety (EHS) function, including Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities across many
sectors within Australia and New Zealand.

Wednesday 25 November - 11:40
Drone technology in the workplace
A drone (the flying kind) used effectively can save time, improve communication, and reduce cost by using visual data to perform
surveys, conduct inspections and document every job site. Bringing full site documentation into one solution, drone technology
enables you to capture interior, exterior, ground and aerial data. Join me for 10 minutes to discuss the challenges, fear, culture,
training, data management, computer processing and benefits including safety improvements, accessibility, precision. Labour
costs, productivity, scalability, adaptability and mobility.

Otto Kainulainen, HSEQ, Barpa Construction Services
Otto’s previous experience includes 20 years as an Army Officer in the Royal Australian
Engineers, working all over Australia and overseas on operations and exchange. Since leaving the
Army Otto has worked extensively in the Mining industry as a safety professional often carrying
environment, training, quality or security portfolios within the organisations until 2013. Since then
Otto moved to Darwin where he has worked in the Oil and Gas, Utilities, Higher Education
industries recently moving back into heavy Construction to work with a majority owned indigenous
company - BARPA.

Wednesday 25 November - 11:50
Covid: Why weren't we prepared?
My discussion will delve into why the vast majority of organisations and businesses were poorly prepared for the potential of a
global pandemic and all its impacts. I will use The Black Swan Event written by Professor Nassim Taleb as the counterpoint or
measuring stick to try and understand why so many thought this could not happen to them or their organisation. To be defined
as a ‘Black Swan Event’, Nassim came up with three factors that must met. We will look at the 3 Factors to understand whether
or not the COVID Pandemic fits the Black Swan Framework. Nassim Taleb has weighed in on the question of whether COVID19 is or isn’t a Black Swan. Spoiler alert: it isn’t.

Bill Esteves, Northern Territory Work Health and Safety Regulator, NT
WorkSafe
Bill Esteves is an experienced executive with almost two decades of experience in a combination of
areas related to regulatory compliance, prosecutions, litigation, inquiries, change and performance
management, policy development, and health and safety. Bill has held various executive roles and
has led many milestone projects such as Queensland’s Greyhound Commission of Inquiry, and
Queensland’s Independent Review of the Taxi Industry in response to disruption from Uber. He was
Head of Investigations for the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator and chaired a national investigation
and safety group. Bill was appointed the Northern Territory’s Work Health and Safety Regulator in
May 2020.

Wednesday 25 November - 13:10
Introducing the Northern Territory Work Health and Safety Regulator
The Australian Institute of Health & Safety Conference in Darwin will be the first event Bill will speak at as the Northern Territory’s
Work Health and Safety Regulator. In this presentation, Bill will provide an overview of his career and what attracted him to the
position of Northern Territory’s Work Health and Safety Regulator. Bill will discuss NT WorkSafe’s enforcement approach and
outline his thoughts on how WorkSafe Inspectors will apply the various tools and sanctions available to the regulator, to ensure
compliance and enforcement with the Northern Territory’s work health and safety laws.

PROGRAM SPEAKERS
Kym Bills, SA Branch Chair, AIHS
After (semi) retiring back to Adelaide, Kym was appointed Chair of the Australian Institute of Health
and Safety College of Fellows and Chair of the Institute’s SA Branch in March 2019. He was
previously Chair of the WA Branch. Kym first managed safety professionals in 1994 when he led the
Australian Government’s Maritime Division in Canberra and was on the AMSA (national maritime
regulator) Board. He was foundation head of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) from
1999 to 2009 and chaired the National Road Safety Strategy Panel for eight years.

Wednesday 25 November - 13:40
WHS mining and petroleum regulation: lessons learned
Mining is an important industry in the NT contributing about $5 billion or 20% of gross state product. But it is also a high risk
industry. Major offshore gas projects in the NT include Darwin LNG and Ichthys LNG, while onshore the Beetaloo Basin has one of
the most promising shale gas resources in the world. At the end of 2019 Dr Sean Brady completed a major report on mine
fatalities in Queensland with a number of recommendations of relevance to the NT, including the need to improve and learn from
accident and incident investigations.

Aaron Anderson, Partner Herbert Smith Freehills
I am a partner in the Employment, Industrial Relations and Safety team and have a specialist focus in
workplace health and safety law. I have over 20 years experience in advising clients on workplace
health and safety, employment and industrial relations related matters in various industries including
rail, mining, infrastructure, food safety, manufacturing, electricity and transport. I regularly advise
government and also assists clients in broader regulatory matters, including enterprise risk
management and governance. As an experienced advocate, I have successfully defended a number
of prosecutions on behalf of clients as well as appeared before industrial relations commissions,
coronial inquiries and the Royal Commission into the Home Insulation Program.

Wednesday 25 November - 14:35
Legal considerations for workplaces of tomorrow (Implications for remote working; workers
compensation; Duties; Industrial Manslaughter)

Dr Simon Moss, Dean of Graduate Studies, Charles Darwin University
Dr Simon Moss is the Dean of Graduate Studies, as well as an Associate Professor in psychology, at
Charles Darwin University. He has published approximately 10 books and 100 scientific papers,
primarily on how the policies and practices of organizations and governments affect the wellbeing,
progress, and innovation of individuals. For example, he is the author of The negative side of
positive thinking, Where should I work?, and Emotional Intelligence: Journey to the Source. He was
also a cofounder of Zenith Professional Development, a company that collated every scientific
discovery that contradicts prevailing management beliefs and practices.

Wednesday 25 November - 15:35
During challenging times, how can leaders reconcile conflicting priorities, parties, and people without
a magic wand
In response to challenging events, from global pandemics to economic decline, leaders often need to fulfill conflicting goals. For
example, to cultivate a safe environment, they need to impose more bureaucracy. But, to foster productivity, they need to relax this
bureaucracy. Similarly, to enhance innovation, leaders often grant employees more autonomy. Yet, to promote efficiency, leaders
often need to limit this autonomy. So, how can leaders reconcile these conflicting pressures? How can leaders reach suitable
decisions during challenging times? This presentation will outline how leaders can reconcile the array of conflicts and
contradictions they experience daily. Specifically, this presentation will introduce some initiatives that leaders can implement to
resolve the most prevailing conflicts and paradoxes in the workplace.
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